


Sid City Social Club members span the globe, and as we’ve

learned with our regular birthday shout outs, they span the decades

as well. The songs submitted for the Pop/Rock playlist reflect that

breadth and depth, with more than 80 tracks featuring a wide

variety of artists and styles.

To kick things off, we picked Sinatra’s classic "When You’re Smiling"

because Sid, Mel and the club kept us smiling during COVID-19. We

wrap things up with two songs as a gift to Sid, Mel and all who’ve

been a part of the club. With Barry Manilow, we say thank you to

Sid for being that "One Voice" which prompted us to join our many

voices together. To close out, we join Captain Sisko in affirming

that "The Best is Yet To Come".

Warmly,

Nicky, Renee and Laura M.

Note on the organization of titles: the first name listed is the name of the SCSC

contributor. With the exception of the opening and closing tracks, the Pop/Rock

Playlist is organized alphabetically by the first word in the name of the artist or

band, e.g., Chuck Berry is under “C”. Band names beginning with “The” are

alphabetized by the first letter of the first word after “The”, e.g., The Flaming Lips

are under “F”. The contributor’s comments follow the title of the song.



Nicky, Renee and Laura M.

Frank Sinatra 

“When You’re Smiling”

We decided to open this playlist with "When You're Smiling" as the SCSC

has given us a reason to smile during this very challenging time.

Laura M.

ABBA 

“The Name of the Game”

My girls and I have certain songs that we sing really loud in the car when

driving, and this is one of them. I've enjoyed singing it with them during

Covid because it reminds me of all the rides back and forth to school

each day when they were little. I still smile when I remember how my older

daughter, then just in kindergarten, would yell out "Badminton" when the

question, "What's the name of the game?" came up in the lyrics. I'm

looking forward to driving my younger daughter to school again once

they're allowed to reconvene. It’s just a simple thing, but I miss it.



Elmie

Agnes Obel

“Familiar”

I can't get enough of this song right now, especially the chorus! This song is

by an artist I loved years and years ago since I heard her first album

"Philharmonics", and I recently looked up her new songs. I heard this one 4

days before the first performance of "Little Achievements" (early August

2020) and loved it the moment I heard the chorus. It became connected

emotionally, not to just "Little Achievements", but to the whole experience

of being part of the SCSC community. I first thought it was about a witch's

feline familiar (one of which I have!), but the more I consider the poetry in

the lyrics, and the way the chorus is pitched down, I'm more drawn to the

idea that it's about actively changing one's life away from the norm and

entering a secret relationship, either with a person or with an idea - one

rejected by society. Personally, I can even imagine it being about gender

nonconformity, given the chorus. It's totally a Garashir song. Plus, dear

God, does it sound beautiful. I can't sing it well at all, but my inner voice

just floats over the lyrics and I feel like I'm dancing with the melody.



Giuditta

Alt-J

 “Every Other Freckle”

Touching other human beings is something I truly miss. I think this song, in

its own way, is about that feeling of longing for each other's physical

presence.

Bianca (Nerys)

Amy Lee
 “Love Exists”

It simply resonates with me.



Nancy

Aqua
 “Barbie Girl”

It's just a fun song!!!

Krista

Arctic Monkeys

 “Mardy Bum”

It's a unique version (string accompaniment) of my favorite song from my

favorite band!



Anthony

Arson Daily
“Another Day”

I wrote it as a reminder to myself to look on the bright side. I wrote this one

summer day during my college years while testing sound. It just sort of

came out of nowhere but became the song with which my band closed all

of our very limited number of shows. It’s a simple reminder that just

because things look bad sometimes, it doesn’t mean it always has to be

that way.

Saffron

Aurora

“Daydreamer”

I've been listening to the whole of the album (this is from A Different Kind

Of Human) a lot during Covid, so it's hard to choose just one song, but

this one seemed right.



Kas

Benee 

"Kua kore he kupu/Soaked"

This song reminds me of home :) and how universal music is. I love the

album it came from (popular Kiwi songs translated into Maori), and what it

represents. It felt natural to hear these songs in my language (though I

don't speak it), to feel like we're a part of pop culture, not apart from it.

How true that is though, I can't say.

Dee

Beth Hart and Joe Bonamassa 
"Chocolate Jesus"

It always makes me smile or laugh.



Aaron

Big Black Delta

 "Huggin & Kissin"

It cleanses any other song or thought from the mind which is helpful at

times haha. Also, it’s a kickin’ beat!

Patrick

Big Sugar
 "Diggin' a Hole"

Big Sugar is one of my fav and relatively unknown bands. Big Sugar is an

incredible mix of classic rock, blues and reggae sounds. Well worth looking

up.



Jenaba

Billie Eilish
 "bury a friend"

Dark enough to fit the year, yet still strangely catchy.

Susan

Black Rebel Motorcycle Club
 "Salvation"

One of my favorite songs from an all-time favorite band.

Nisha

Bobby Pickett, Groovie Goolies
Monster Mash Music Video

 "Monster Mash"

Might as well join the fun or the crypt kicker. Always livens up my

Halloween.



Janina

BTS (Bangtan Sonyeondan) 
"봄날 (Spring Day)"

It just helps me through tough days and gives me hope. “Spring Day”

combines feelings of loss, grief and moving on, which is perfect for any

struggle, but especially at this moment. It expresses the hope that after

winter (the dark times we're currently experiencing), spring (a better time)

will eventually come. And that is something to hold onto.

Vicki

Carmen Miranda
 "South American Way"

Gets the butt moving. Hard to be bummed (or sit still) listening to this.

Heard this on what used to be SiriusXM 40s on 4 (it's from 1939), and it

sounds amazingly modern for the period. Also, Carmen Miranda is a

legend.



Sophia

Carole King
 "At This Time in My Life"

I feel it perfectly reflects how a lot of us feel about these uncertain times.

Rachel

Cat Stevens
 "If You Want to Sing Out"

It's my life motto.



Cristina

Chuck Berry, with Bruce Springsteen
and the E Street Band

 "Johnny B Goode"

Makes me want to jump up and dance and just feel good for a few

minutes. Any good rock’n’roll, rock or pop song that made me

spontaneously start dancing was good this year, but this one especially!

Angie

Cigarettes After Sex
 "Apocalypse"

It feels like 2020.



Stephanie

Coldplay
 "Hymn for the Weekend"

Whenever I’m in the car and sing the chorus as loud as I can, I always

feel better and like I can take on the world. They say you really listen to

the lyrics of your favorite song when you need to hear their message the

most, and as I listened I realized that Sid truly does lift me up when I’m

down and hurt. Hopefully, this song can give him (and others) the wings

he needs when things get rough (and not much is tougher than this

year).

Bella

Connie Francis
 "I'm Me Again"

This is one of my favorite triumphant songs about recovering from trauma

and despair, written and performed by a longtime ally of marginalized

groups. I also feel like it suits the atmosphere of the SCSC.



Liza

The Correspondents
 "Fear and Delight"

I like it. Both music and the video are perfect. The lyrics and the dancing

and the effects, I'm in love with it and want to share!

Sulaika

Danny Vera
"Roller Coaster"

Social distancing brings up all these feelings. Somehow they're all in this

song, including a touch of hope. And yes I can cry to it when I miss my

mom, Deep, Ratna and the kids.



Kristy

Deacon Blue
"Dignity"

It’s a Scottish classic. Should be on every playlist! This, with "500 Miles" by

the Proclaimers and "Loch Lomond" by Runrig, will get any party after

Covid fired up.

Matt

Depeche Mode
 "Where's the Revolution?"

This song seems fitting for America right now. The bridge is unique and

cool the way they incorporate the chorus, lyrics and melody into it.



Mimi

Die Ärzte
 "Ein Lied für Jetzt (A Song for Now)"

One of Germany's most relevant bands made a song about the

pandemic situation at home, including a silly homemade video, "a little

quarantine is not the worst thing in the world". The band has always risen

to the occasion to make a political statement when needed (they wrote

Germany’s most famous anti-Nazi anthem). They politicized generations

of young people, and they've been around since the ‘80s (usually a lot

louder and rockier than here). Now they try to make a statement pro

corona handling, in a soft and jokey way, by including in March relevant

ongoings regarding the pandemic, from toilet paper hoarding and

Merkel. (Also I love them dearly and they're my favourite band, and

German music should be represented. :D)



Jenny

Disturbed
"The Sound of Silence"

It's an incredible cover, filled with so much emotion that it can shake me

out of Lockdown Funk whenever necessary. I'm in a choir, and we've had to

stop meeting due to lockdown; Zoom meetings are better than nothing, but

not the same. Singing along with Disturbed at the top of my voice helps

deal with the frustrations of not being able to sing with people, and the

sheer intensity of the emotion in the song helps to deal with the loneliness

and isolation of living alone and being unable to see friends.

Mallory

Dua Lipa
 "Levitating"

It's got a real catchy beat, it's uplifting (or, levitating I should say), and it's

fun!



Tiffanie

Enigma
 "Return to Innocence"

I grew up listening to this song at the ice rink. Listening to it now helps me

feel relaxed, and I understand the message of self-reflection, that it is ok

to be strong and weak at the same time. Be yourself and be proud.

Kerstin 

Escape the Fate
 "Walk On"

It's a song to listen to when you're down. It's a song everybody can relate to

and it keeps me going on really dark days, which we had a lot of.



Renee

The Flaming Lips
 "Do You Realize??"

The lyrics really resonate with me about being in the moment. In these

times, sometimes it's hard to want to stay in the moment, but I think it's

important. The lyrics of this one are beautiful, as is the melody, and The

Flaming Lips always have killer harmonies. If you ever get the chance to

see them live, do it, but be prepared to find confetti for years to come in

pockets, bags, etc. Music has always been my go-to healer and

narrowing my choice down to one pick was nearly impossible. I have so

many bands, and specific songs that I go to in times of strife, angst,

happiness, and truly all occasions. I have eclectic tastes and listen to

everything from the Beatles, Depeche Mode, Audioslave (never

underestimate the power of a good throaty scream), Bon Jovi, Nada Surf,

Matt Pond, Billy Joel, to Barry Manilow (who truly has a song for

everything!) and then some. I'm excited for this playlist because there's

nothing better than connecting through new music! 



Kelly

Fleetwood Mac
 "Go Your Own Way"

It motivates me.

Porscha

Florence and the Machine
 "Light of Love"

This came out during lockdown, right before my birthday. It's pure hope.

It's exactly what I needed and when I feel awful, it helps. Hopefully, other

people get the same comfort and hope from it.



Cidy

Fresno, feat. Jason Aalon Butler 
of FEVER333

 "Broken Dreams"

I love this song! It's full of anger, but also with the energy to change the

things that are wrong in this world. I listen to it in high volume whenever I

feel bad.

Chris

Genesis
 "The Carpet Crawlers" 

(YouTube link refers to "The Carpet Crawl")

Sid and I share a love of this song. When we interviewed Sid about his

favorite obscure album, this song came up as one of the ultimate prog

songs. I've been a lifelong Genesis fan and was thrilled to learn that not

only was Sid as well, but he once lived next door to Phil Collins!



Nick

Goro Majima
 "24 Hour Cinderella"

It's upbeat. Energetic. Puts a smile on my face. I just really like it. Sorry that

it's not in English, but it's kept me going. I hope at the very least the music

itself is enough and not just the singing.



Amy

Original Broadway Cast of

Hadestown

 "Our Lady of the Underground"

Hadestown is a retelling of the Greek myth of Orpheus and Eurydice, and

this song is Persephone singing how bored and stir-crazy she is stuck in the

underworld with Hades for the winter. I already loved the music in this

show, but this song about someone sitting home, bored and wishing for a

day when she could see the sky again, started to resonate more during

quarantine when I'm stuck home.



Robyn

Hawksley Workman
 "Safe and Sound"

It's very soothing.

Aoife

The Highwaymen
 "Highwayman"

This song has just about got the right balance of weirdness for me. It’s a

country song about a soul that is reincarnated over many lifetimes, and

the final verse is Johnny Cash singing about being a starship captain. I am

not a spiritual or religious person, but despite the occasional darkness of

the lyrics, I find the historical and futuristic perspectives very soothing

when considering the current moment we are living in. I’ve been playing it

nonstop for months.



Tammy

Home Free

 "Can't Stop The Feeling" 
(Justin Timberlake Cover)

Very upbeat song. All vocals, no instruments. Also, check out Home Free,

Catch Me if You Can.  Great acapella song. 

Jacob

Imagine Dragons
 "Believer"

I believe we can get through this.

Laura

Jeff Rosenstock
 "You, In Weird Cities"

Reminded me of all the cool new friends we all have around the world and

SCSC hang sessions every week.



Deep and Ratna

Jimi Jamison
 "I'm Always Here" 
(Baywatch Theme)

It seems a bit funny, but the song actually has nice lyrics and great

piano/keyboard work. It's also very apt for these times. I (Deep) usually

sing it to baby Alisha when changing her nappy. Addition: Aaaand in a

way, this song relates to the SC Social Club, which has been our beacon in

this strange year. Thank you Sid and Mel for always being there for us and

for the enormous effort that goes into running the Social Club! 



Valentina

John Legend
 "All of Me"

It is a deep and moving song, very emotional.

Social Club Bonus Song

John Lennon
 "Love"

This song was inspired by a conversation about love taken from one of the

social club meetings.



Krista

Johnny Flynn and Laura Marling
 "The Water"

The song is about just letting go of what is absolutely beyond your control

and accepting the current where it takes you. I find it so calming to think

that being okay is an unavoidable state of being. It also has beautiful

imagery, color and light, and makes me think about a world we will see

again. There is a place and time for peace amidst all of this madness.

I send love to all who think about being human during this bleak time. We're

so pulled apart and the terror of the times tells us to run and hide for our

lives. But we don't have to have that reaction. 3 minutes and we're

somewhere else. 3 minutes and we're still here, making our way, from room

to room, from heart to heart.



Ione

Justin Hinds and the Dominoes
 "Carry Go Bring Come"

To Dance. The lyrics are powerful!

Amydoodles

Kate Bush

 "Cloudbusting"

I have chosen this quintessential Kate Bush song, “Cloudbusting,” because

I think that even though it’s from 1985, it addresses in a positive way

several issues of 2020, as well as other timeless issues. It makes me

fervently hopeful.



CJ

KT Tunstall
featuring Mike McCready

 "I Won't Back Down"

It keeps me going in school in this crazy year. Don't give up! 

Jennifer

Les Miserables 
 "Do You Hear The People Sing?"
(Hong Kong protester version)

Helps re-energize to continue with campaign responsibilities while covid

unemployed. Covid overlaps with the POTUS/Congressional campaigns --

it gets so depressing to read all the negative news and then process it a

second time into Dem supporting social media posts -- this song helps a

person dig deep and rally.



Marlowe

Linkin Park
 "From The Inside"

I've listened to punk since I was very young. It was a great outlet for

emotions + seemed to go in and rewire my brain whenever it felt like it had

scattered + it was weirdly popular right at the beginning of the 2000s --

seems like a third resurgence is happening right now, so yay. 

Linkin Park are obviously really famous and I could've gone for a whole

bunch of their music. I stopped listening to them after Chester Bennington

(the lead singer) died, but I've slowly started again this year, so this seems

like a good choice. He had a beautiful singing voice and a contrasting,

intense, shattering scream. Linkin Park is a good place to start to

understand the power of a good scream. He's very famous for one he did

in "Given Up" that lasted seventeen/eighteen seconds, but I chose "From

The Inside" instead because of the contrast + the music video taking the

internal, personal turmoil of the lyrics and presenting them as a riot. 



Eve

Ludwig Goransson
 "The Mandalorian"

The release of Disney+ in the UK coincided with national lockdown, and

watching The Mandalorian was a distraction in such an uncertain time. The

Mandalorian gave me such comfort in the early stages of lockdown, and

this incredible soundtrack provided a welcome release and escape from

the chaos brought by Covid-19. Ludwig Goransson is also incredibly

talented, and I always smile when I listen to this theme tune and indeed the

rest of the soundtrack.



Chantelle

Maren Morris & Hozier
 "The Bones"

Hope that we'll make it through.

Tangerine

Mashrou’ Leila
 "Wa Nuied - ونعيد ونعيد ونعيد"

It gives me hope when I’m filled to the brim with helplessness and despair. I

also chose this song for Sarah Hegazy, for Shady Habash, for Shady

AbouZaid, for Sanaa Seif, for Alaa Abd El-Fattah, and for all those who

had once hoped for change — who still do. Know their names. Search for

them. Talk about them.



Social Club Bonus Song

Matt Pond PA
 "Give Me Love"

This beautiful cover of George Harrison's song evokes the conversations

about love during the social club meetings.

Irena

Missio
 "Bottom of the Deep Blue Sea"

In my mind, very fitting for writing Garashir! And I've been doing a lot of

that…



Adrianna

Moses Sumney
 "Lonely World"

It's a slow-burn banger with a stunner of a vocal performance. It also

fits the tenor of the times, both lyrically and sonically. Moses Sumney’s

music frequently traffics in themes of loneliness and alienation, making

his work a fitting soundtrack for the strangeness of 2020. “Lonely

World,” a stark and stunning track off his 2016 EP, LAMENTATIONS, is one

I’ve returned to repeatedly in these odd and isolating times. 

It’s a song that takes the listener on a journey: spare and delicate at

first, Sumney’s plaintive voice cuts through white noise like a phantom

crossing over from some faraway place, seemingly conjured by the

mournful arpeggiations of a solitary acoustic guitar. Slowly, he builds

layer after layer of vocal harmonies, creating an eerie but captivating

sense of insularity — a man alone, surrounded only by the sound of his

own voice. But this isolation doesn’t last, and as the vocals loop and

cascade, drum and bass eventually assert themselves in the mix, the

production building and building until it swells and crashes like a sonic

tsunami, carrying us away to a place that feels both intimate and vast. 

The song is something of a paradox; at turns bleak yet euphoric, tender

but also explosive. In a strange way, its paradoxical nature mirrors the

situation we find ourselves in: overwhelmed by extreme and

uncontrollable circumstances keeping us physically apart, while at the

same time pushing us towards new ways of connecting and sharing.

Amid the despair, there is hope. 



Emma

The National

 "England"

I've felt homesick a fair bit during lockdown. I missed not being able to go

home and see my Mum and Dad. Also, I couldn't see my boyfriend for the

first three months. To me, this song is about missing them and the world

full of people that used to exist pre-Covid... but it's quite hopeful and

romantic. It's helped a lot.

Layne

Officers X Gary Numan
 "Petals"

Gothic industrial of the highest quality. 



Harris

Orville Peck
"No Glory in the West"

It’s about lost dreams, lost family and reconciling with one’s own

mediocrity, all things we might be dwelling on during COVID lockdown.

Also, I’m a sucker for sad cowboy songs.

Jesse

PercuFest International 
Percussion Festival

 "Thunderstruck"

A fresh take on an oft-covered song. I love when a song is taken from one

genre to another and hearing heavy metal as classical and vice-versa is

one of my favorites.



Andrea

Pet Shop Boys
 "Give Stupidity A Chance"

Pet Shop Boys are masters of much-needed irony and sarcasm with their

lyrics. After having been successful for several decades, Pet Shop Boys still

write and produce relevant music with sharp and witty lyrics. This song

ridicules recent trends in politics and the refusal of certain populist leaders

to value expertise while basing their own opinions on emotions and self-

interest. For me, it's the perfect antidote to all the nonsense going on in

the world.



Rob

Pet Shop Boys
 "I Don't Wanna"

I picked it because I think the PSB are pretty great, and also because this

was their 'new' single right when the pandemic lockdowns hit. It also

encapsulates the isolation, melancholy and paranoia of the times,

although this is not what they intended when they wrote and released the

song. For me, it also conjures up memories of happier times when people

got together with friends. I can relate to it because while I am a social

person who enjoys going out, sometimes I need to be coaxed into going

out into the world. 



Ariel

Philippa Soo and the cast of
"Hamilton" sing on The Tonight Show

with Jimmy Fallon
 "Helpless"

It just makes me happy. After watching Hamilton on Disney+, I just

gravitated more toward this song. It's happy, and I love Philippa Soo's voice

so much.



Keith

Playing For Change, featuring Ringo
Starr and Robbie Robertson

 "The Weight"

We can all help carry the weight, even in simple ways. This song is about

helping someone else carry their "weight".  I joined Playing For Change

last year.  It's a community of musicians from all over the world, both

famous and not-so-famous, but we all have one thing in common: MUSIC.

Music brings us all together, lifts us, and helps us with our own weights we

all bear in our lives. 



Social Club Bonus Song

Prince
 "Nothing Compares 2 U"

Sid shared this with the Club one Tuesday because "It’s just joyful and

playful and free…”

Homer

R.E.M.
 "Shiny Happy People"

Makes me happy. Classic feel good song that should make everybody feel

like a shiny happy person.



Camille

Rotary Connection
"Memory Band"

I live in San Francisco. One of my favorite places to walk around is the

Haight Ashbury. This song makes me want to take a stroll at Hippie Central

again--I haven't done it in so long.

Anna

Sara Bareilles

 "Orpheus"

These lyrics are absolutely beautiful. In a world where there is so much

going on, it's important to keep making real connections. When everything

else falls away, we need to remember that love is what remains.



Social Club Bonus Song

Sara Lorne and Andy Lynham 
with Mat Ottley
"Fields of Gold"

Originally performed during a social club meeting.

Nicole

Savage Garden
 "Crash and Burn"

It's what I've always needed to hear from someone.

Sara

The Script
"Run Through Walls"

The lyrics. I’ve got friends that will run through walls. I’ve got friends that

don’t text, they call. When I’ve nowhere left to go and I need you the most,

I’ve got friends that will run through walls.



Nicole

Сектор Газа/Sektor Gaza
 "Туман/Tuman"

I really enjoy Russian punk rock. The lyrics they wrote are powerful. And

particularly this one helps me to get through covid times.

Sam

Simon & Garfunkel
 "Cecilia"

This song is so peppy, with a great beat and beautiful 70’s sound. The

lyrics tell a funny yet sad story, making for a very compelling song. I can’t

help but be cheered up when I sing along to it at the top of my lungs.



Alan

Tally Hall

 "Never Meant to Know"

This song just resonates with me. Tally Hall is one of my favorite

alternative groups. While I enjoyed their more popular songs, there were

some that I was apprehensive to listen to at first. They didn't 'hook me in'

right away, so to say. This is one of those songs. It took me until late last

year to listen to it first. I remember it distinctly, it was during a rainstorm

(a rarity where I live), and the world always feels different during those

times. Something about this song, perhaps the lyrics, the chords; I could

analyze every part and likely not identify exactly what makes this song

resonate with me. It hits my soul on a level few other songs do, and that's

why I chose it alone to represent me in this playlist.

Lauren

Tame Impala
 "Borderline"

It’s just vibey.



Deana

Third Eye Blind
 "Light it Up"

"Light it Up" is basically the emotional rollercoaster of how I, and perhaps

others, have felt for the last several months. At first, the song sounds sad

- almost depressing, but then it transitions into something beautiful and

almost hopeful. I feel like a lot of us may have felt hopeless this year,

especially early on in the pandemic. The lyric “that’s the day when

something in us died,” is relatable because earlier this year things were so

uncertain, different and changing by the second. Then, the tone turns into

something hopeful with the lyric “you are the magic in the ashes, strike

the matches.” To me, that represents trying to look through all the bad to

find the good.

I love music - especially live music - and anything alternative rock. Third

Eye Blind is special to me because, through their music and live shows, I

have met lifelong friends.



Merrie

Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers
 "Something Good Coming"

Tom Petty’s music calms all my negative emotions. This is not my favorite

of his songs, but appropriate for the purpose of this list.

Jennyfer

VNV Nation

 "Nova"

It puts me in a good mood. And it is beautyfull.



Prema

Voctave

 "Someday"

This song acknowledges the tragedy, fear, and injustice that currently feel

inescapable, while delivering a powerful message of hope and action for

the future. The arrangement and performance by Voctave is nothing short

of stunning. I hear this song and feel like I can stop holding myself up on

my own strength and trust that I won't collapse.



Tania

Yann Tiersen

 "Les jours tristes"

I like most of the soundtrack of the French movie "Amélie", hard to

choose. So I decided for the first song of the album. I wanted to rewatch

the movie during lockdown, but my job consumed even more time than

usual: working was/is less efficient away from the office, but tight

deadlines had and still have to be kept. So listening to the soundtrack was

all I could arrange. And although the title of the song is "The Sad Days",

my feet start waltzing ...



Closing Track

Nicky, Renee and Laura M.

Barry Manilow

"One Voice"

We decided to close this playlist with One Voice because Sid’s one voice

inspired us all to join our voices together.

Special Encore Closing Track

Nicky, Renee and Laura M.

Vic Fontaine (James Darren) and

Benjamin Sisko (Avery Brooks)

 "The Best is Yet to Come"

The Sid City Social Club has been a place where the best exists right now

and where we’re constantly reminding each other that the best is yet to

come!


